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ABSTRACT 

Perceptual theories, research, and psychological and philosophi
cal discussions on perception are based on at least six implicit as
sumptions: observables correspond to brain states, the brain is a 
physical system, other people's perceptions are unobservable, sci
entific perceptual data must be public, brain states and observables 
are "enclosed" in a black box, and simulation of black-box pro
cesses are explanations or descriptions. These assumptions involve 
at least five perceptual paradoxes each of which is discussed in this 
essay. 
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Reference to epistemology is frequent among researchers in the field of 
perception. When we discuss research in progress, new models, or theoreti- · 
cal innovations, we always assume a shared philosophy. However, rnost 
of our assumptions are seldom made explicit so that they may be chal
lenged. 

My thesis is that in our conceptions sometimes one feels a sort of false 
note. Although understanding the cause of this impression is no easy mat
ter, its implications are fairly clear: one has probably the feeling that se
rious discussion of these assumptions might reveal ideas in clashing con
trast or plain contradiction. It is my deep conviction that in the "episte
mologica! subconscious" of most perceptual scientists dwell a number of 
paradoxes. In this essay, I intend to bring some of them into light and to 
elucidate their logica! structure. 
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As an introduction, I will first briefly overview six assumptions that 
are often implicit in psychological or philosophical discussions. 

l. Consider all objects and events that we experience when we look at a 
landscape, listen to music, walk in the street, or when we look in our pa
pers for some lost memo jotted down some time ago. These objects and 
events may be called observables. For the perceptual scientist it is obvious 
to assume that any observable O corresponds to a specific brain state S. Of 
S we can have little knowledge, good knowledge, or unreliable knowl
edge, but we can nonetheless distinguish it theoretically from other states 
S', S", ... that are related to other observables 0', 0", ... perceived at the 
same time by an observer. 

2. All human beings have a working brain. Therefore, in the course of 
their lives they are constantly aware of a number of observables associ
ated to some specific brain states. We can certainly say this of their daily 
lives, and in a way we can also say it in relation to those observables of 
which they dream when they are asleep. Here, it is necessary to point out 
an important aspect of the assumption. A brain, considered as a physical 
system, or as an information-processing device, must be studied in the 
framework of physical space-time, just as one would study other devices 
such as a watch or a calculator. Instead, observables must be studied in the 
framework of psychological space-time, dimensions that are prone to 
well-known contractions, expansions, and distortions which are not easily 
transiated into corresponding physical parameters. Thus, for each oh
server there is one perceptual world, as there is one brain for each oh
server. 

3. The following assumption is common in the philosophy of knowl
edge. As there is no physically direct path connecting one brain to an
other, there is no direct access-for any of us-to the observables 0 ', 0", ... 
associated to the brain states S', S ", ... in someone else's brain. Thus, we 
cannot see or touch or in any way experience the perceptions of other peo
ple. 

4. The fourth assumption derives indirectly from the three assumptions 
above. It says that observables are always private. By definition they 
are introspective data. Now, if we take a methodological stance, we have 
to recognize that introspective methods are subject to fatai objections. Per
ceptual science must be founded on reliable findings, and these cannot come 
from introspection. Data derived from introspection are oniy accessible to 
single subjects, whereas a science of perception needs data that can be 
shared by the scientific community. Data that can be shared are called 
protocols, and in this context protocols are appropriately recorded observ
able behaviors, measurements, multiple choices, possible descriptions, 
and soon. 
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5. The following a~sump~on cap~talizes on a number of concepts that 
ha ve been deveioped m the fieid of mformation science in recent decades. 
The common sense of perceptuai research assumes that brain states and 
the observabies as~ociated with them are closed into a metaphorical 
biack box. W e descnb~ what comes out. of i t in terms of interpretabie pro
tocois. yYhat happens m the black box 1s the object of logically organized 
specu~ations, bas~d on our knowiedge of its input and output, and on ap
propnateiy conce1ved ruies. 

It. is .important to stress that protocols, when inter.pretabie without 
amb1gmty, have to be considered as unquestionable evidence. In the com
mon sense approach of perceptuai researchers, protocols of any kind are 
prototypicai factuai data . 

6. The Iast assumption reads as follows. By simulating the processes 
tha~ take piace in the black box in some coherent way, with appropriate 
log1cai. ruies, and by means of appropriate devices, we can obtain an ex
planation or a description of causai preconditions of phenomena. We can 
understand what is described in the protocols. Possibly, we can even un
derstand the process that maps the class of input elements to output ele
ments. In short, we can reach a scientific understanding of perception. 

PERCEPTUAL P ARADOXES 

"Sudden healing" 
The first paradox is something one may encounter a number of times in 

perceptuai laboratories. I propose to cali it the paradox of the "sudden 
healing." 

Consider a prototypicai laboratory situation. An observer is asked to 
cooperate with the experimenter, but somehow refuses to provide the ex
pected response. For exampie, the observer rnight not see the effect or the 
resp?nse rnight be inc?nsistent with a theory. Of course, there ar~ many 
poss1ble reasons for th1s outcome. The experiment rnight be irrelevant, or 
not properly done. The experiment might Iack some small detail which 
seemed irrelevant but turned out to be crucial. In the worst case, it could 
even be that ~ne knows ~here is not much to be found within one's experi
mental mach.me~y, but m s~me way hopes that with the help of some 
more or less md1rect suggestion the observer will say or do just what the 
theory wants. In some rare cases, the facts being studied may not even be 
seen, such as when chromatic stimuli are presented to a color blind oh
server. 

T~e paradox also ari~es in another case. After thirty years of experi
ence m ali sorts of expenments on perception, I can witness that observers 

-----
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quite often just want to show experimenters that their beliefs are all fibs 
and yarns. For example, observers may be convinced that perception is a 
faithful representation of stimuli. Thus they insist on denying any obser
vation that does not correspond to what they know about visual stimuli. 
Such observers lie about a detail that they consider negligible, and they 
do so to maintain a theoretic faith in the five senses as witness of the 
physical world. They may lie in the name of an ideology that considers 
psychological experiments as manifestations of pseudoscientific gibber
ish. They know that experimenters will have to report their lies. Usu
aliy, subjects are university students who know that protocols are unques
tionable and that respect for protocols is the halimark of scientific re
search. 

Suppose we want to show an observer a good example of apparent mo
tion. In dim illumination, two smalilights not too far from each other are 
turned on and off in turn, according to the weli known rules. In these condi
tions, anybody sees one single luminous spot moving back and forth. 

The observer, after looking carefuliy, may says: "I see two lights turn
ing on and off in altemation, in two fixed positions." The report cannot be 
questioned. Which experimenter would dare not to take it into account? 

Obviously, adding the latter result to the list of protocols will make 
this a probabilistic phenomenon. The experimenter will have to say: 
"about this many times out of the total, one sees .... " He will have to con
clude that optimal apparent motion is seen very often, not always. Thus, 
one deontologica} rule turns into one that hinders the search for truth. 

Perhaps at this point we should doubt the rules of laboratory proce
dures. Before recording our result on a data sheet, we should check what 
happens to our observer when not in the laboratory. Does the observer go 
to the movie? Watch television? See the multifarious motions of many
colored lights suspended over the booths of a fair? Generaliy speaking, 
we should ask whether the observer realizes that daily life is replete 
with apparent motions between ali sorts of lights, during the day and at 
night. lf we establish that the observer sees the scenes of a movie just as 
we do, then we can safely conclude that in the laboratory we had recorded 
a lie. Unless we believe that some people fali ili as soon as they enter a 
laboratory, that they become prey of a peculiarly fleeting disease that 
affects their visual systems and from which they are suddenly healed as 
soon as they exit the door. 

Similarly, consider an experiment on size constancy: a visible object 
gets progressively distant from an observer and thus projects a retinal im
age that becomes progressively smaller. This object should look like an 
object that moves away from the observer, not like an object that shrinks. 
Suppose the observers are shown a variety of such objects, for example sur-:-
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~aces with variousl~ complicate~ linear structures, shrinking or expand
~ng_. If observers cla1m tha_t they JU:t.see the objects shrinking, and if they 
ms1st that they do so while remammg at the same distance from them 
then on the basis of this report their driving licenses should be revoked. ' 

One could say that the stimuli presented in the laboratory were over
si~pli~ied and out of context. In the laboratory, the great regularities of 
daily hfe are based on the efficacy of those very mechanisms that are re
pr_o~uced in _the I_abora~ory. ~e should also note that almost everyone is 
wilhng to dnve nsky mght tr1ps on streets and highways. In these condi
tio~s, the outside world is summarized by luminous spots and illuminated 
stnpes _on the terrain which look just like the simplified stimuli pre
s~nted m the laboratory. Yet, people drive at night. The twenty or thirty 
v1sua~ effects that exhaust the visual world of a night driver surely are 
effechve, otherwise their failure would be fatai. 

Given that scientific work aims at universal conclusions, theories of 
perception should be based much more on what people do normally than 
on data of narrow scope (even if motivated by rules of scientific methods), 
because such data are just a small subset of ali the reactions one could oh
serve in similar condi ti o ns. 

There is only one reasonable conclusion to be drawn: protocols are ques
tionable. 

If we believe that the rules of scientific method must stili be trusted 
f?r the sake of good relations between colleagues or for love of the reputa~ 
tion of science as a "rigorous" endeavor, then we must be aware of the con
sequences that follow. It becomes necessary to admit that there are sudden 
failures in the functioning of observers, and these failures are followed by 
equally sudden healings. 

The_ last, logica! consequence of this line of reasoning seems to be the 
~ollowmg: the perceptual laboratory is the least suitable piace for study
mg perceptual phenomena. 

~t this point, either we get rid of the unquestionability of protocols, 
wh~ch are falsely "objective" products of laboratory research, or we must 
beheve that the laboratory does not have a healthy influence on ob
servers. 

Descriptions 
I will discuss now another paradox concerning protocols, one that arises 

when protocols take the form of "descriptions" of perceptual patterns. Of 
cour~, I_ am aware of t~e current trend in perceptual research of using non
descnptive re~ponses m piace of verbal descriptions. By designing meth
ods for coliectmg responses that can be described by quantitative parame
ters, such as motor performance or the outcome of comparisons or selections, 
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perceptual researchers hope to eliminate the difficulties of dealing with 
the linguistic ability of various observers. Although non-descriptive re
sponses are useful, it remains nonetheless true that the truly important 
discoveries-the phenomena that open up new horizons for research
need first of ali a verbal description. Finer quantitative methods can play 
their role only after we have a description. 

I need to recali here a fact of epistemology. Although it is common 
piace in epistemologica! theorizing, this fact is too often forgotten. In dif
ferent fields of scientific research, observation is based on facts that are 
not the direct object of scientific interest. Usualiy, researchers are not in
terested in the modes of appearance of manometers, thermometers, or 
Geiger meters. Rather, they are interested in something which is be
lieved to be measured by these instruments, either at the time of the ob
servation or, in case of recordings, at some time before it. Using the old 
terminology of Viennese Neopositivism-old but stili appropriate and ef
fective-we should always distinguish empirica! statements from proto
cols. 

In perception, however, empirica! statements and protocols coincide. 
The object of scientific interest corresponds exactly to what the observer 
sees during an observation. Both for the experimental psychologist and for 
the observer, the observable is nota cue to something else, and above ali it 
is not a representation of something else. The observed event is in a very 
precise sense a self-representation, a displaying of itself. 

Of course, in practice any experimenter will ask a certain number of 
other observers, or subjects, to witness the facts under observation in order 
to collect reliable data and to compute appropriate statistics. The in
volvement of a number of subjects seems to imply the generai claim that 
the observables of our direct experience are questionable. Otherwise, 
there would be no justification for calling so many people to witness a per
ceptual event momentarily under investigation. 

What is the job of observers in this context? Their job is to provide a 
protocol either by means of a description, a classification, a choice, or a 
motor response. That is, any form of behavior that can be considered as an 
observable event. 

Now suppose the above thesis that ali observables are questionable is 
sound. Then ali protocols obtained from observer descriptions, being ob
servables as well, are also questionable. If we assume that questionability · 
can be dispelied by multiplying the observations, as we did initial!y, 
then we must cali other subjects and ask them to observe the protocols pre
viously obtained. And so on. 

Such an infinite regress is eliminated, in practice, by epistemologicaliy 
Ieaping from one to another side of the theory. In practice, protocols are 
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assumed to be "obviously'' unquestionable. But we know well that practi
cal convenience has nothing to do with methodological rigor. Quite to the 
contrary, the former is the negation of the latter. 

If we go along with accepted practice, then the appearance of ali ob
jects within reach of our sight can be doubted, except for those objects that 
we intend to define as protocols. Naturally, the opportunities for doubt 
are very scarce when protocols take the form of numbers or of other conven
tional signs; scarce to the point of being a theoretical pretext (but nonethe
less philosophically valid). Quite often the inspection of a perceptual 
event requires a gesture or a verbal description. What about the protocols 
that take this form? 

Suppose that a subject is performing a careful inspection of two samples 
of photometricaliy equa! red colors. One sample is a rectangle a few cen
timeters wide and with sharply cut edges. The other has approximately 
the same size and shape, but its edges are serrated like in a stamp. As 
found by Kanizsa (1960), the colors of the two surfaces do not look the 
same. The color of the serrated surface, compared to the other, looks 
faded, veiled, and blurred. 

Suppose the subject compares the two red samples and says: "this red 
sample has a more veiled, blurred, and softer color than the other sam
ple." If other subjects say more or less the same, it seems safe to suppose 
that among our observers there are individuals who master the English 
language in ali its subtleties. 

Since descriptive terms such as veiled or blurred suffer from a certain 
degree of semantic indeterminacy, we might wonder what the observer ac
tually means. There is a way to disambigua te the description. One can ask 
our observer to indicate which surface looks veiled. At this point, after 
appropriate comparisoris, one "sees" what those adjectives mean in that 
circumstance. 

Perceptual researchers almost invariably adopt this tautological pro
cedure in their pilot observations, when the discovery is stili "fresh." It is 
through these procedures that one finds new and interesting elements that 
.are successively subjected to coded experimental procedures. 

At this point, two alternative conclusions may be drawn: either we 
admit that protocols based on observables are themselves observables of a 
new species and therefore that they require other protocols, and so on to 
infinity (that is, unless we apply an arbitrary, dogmatic cut by saying: 
"up to here observations are questionable, but from there on they are not") 
or we interpret observer protocols by ostension, that is, by referring back to 
the observed objects that originated them; therefore reducing the meaning 
of protocols to a fact. 

Thus, we have either a regression to infinity or a vicious circle. 
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Inaccessibility 
Together with a great number of philosophers, most students of percep

tion agree on a thesis that was presented clearly by the epistemologist 
Evandro Agazzi (1976). The thesis reads: "a nessuno consta il constare al
trui," which is closely translated as: "no one ascertains that someone else 
is ascertaining." It is taken for granted that any human or animai observer 
has a private perceptual world which is, as Leibniz would have it, im
penetrable and accessible only to its owner. 

If the above mentioned thesis is true, and if it can be ascertained that 
somebody ascertains or does not ascertain something (as common sense 
seerns to require), we should then write: "nobody can ascertain that 'no one 
ascertains that someone else is ascertaining'." 

Let us consider the situation more closely. First of ali, let us try to 
"enter" the environment of a solipsist. Suppose that in this environment, 
where the solipsist ascertains himself, two ghosts A and B wander. 

By definition, in the heads of A and B there is no private world in 
which percepts are ascertained or observed that the solipsist does not 
know. Nevertheless, they look just like two sound and refined individuals 
talking to each other in the presence of the solipsist. They may talk, for 
example, about the way they perceive a red sample on a blue background, 
or a tonic chord following a seventh dorninant chord. In such a case the 
solipsist knows perfectly that, whatever they discuss, A will never ascer
tain how B perceives two colors or a group of notes. In the same way, B 
will never ascertain what A perceives. As a matter of fact, by definition, 
no private perceptual world is available to either A or B. 

But let us get rid of this "nightrnare" and move into another "theater," 
the real cornrnon world of our daily experience. We just accept the exis
tence of private perceptual worlds as an open question (they may exist or 
not, or exist in a thousand different ways like the possible worlds of epis
temology). After ali, we always do this in our ecologica! niche because it 
is very convenient to avoid intractable dogrnatisms. 

In this theater, the subject is nota solipsist. The subject, called P, does 
not have any particular belief. At a certain point, P immediately applies 
this principle. Immediately, P finds out that on the basis of this principle 
it is impossible to say that A cannot ascertain what B ascertains, or say 
that B cannot have access to the perceptions of A. It would not be possible 
to demonstrate the contrary, even if A and B tried ali their best to explain 
even with logical demonstrations that they actually do not have mutuai 
access to their respective private perceptual worlds. P cannot ascertain if 
they tell the truth. 
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The Ieast that can be said at this point is that a perceptual researcher 
should never allude to the inaccessibility of someone else's perceptions for 
strictly logica! reasons. 

Blackbox 
Increasingly during the past thirty years, the most widely employed 

metaphor for the inaccessibility of percepti~ns in other ~nds has. come to 
be the black box. As cognitive psychology tmported the Jargon of mforrna
tion theory into experimental psychology, the metaphor of the black box 
was probably adopted in part because it seemed to dissipate or ~ispel the 
most subtle and inconvenient philosophical problems concernmg other 

_.,.------
rninds. 

At a leve! of maximum simplification, this metaphor applies to the 
head of any person we have met in our daily life; sealed like a black box. 
It is not possible to see what its inside is like or which circuits it contains. 
It is not possible to say whether the clever devices hi_dden in it ar~ el~c
tronic, mechanical, analogie, or digitai. Ali we can do ts to measure tts m
put and output. Heads do not merely hi~e thoughts, fant_asies, memories, 
and unconscious computations from our stght. They also htde those percep
tions of the external world that ali owners of a head have, and that make 
us share the word around us, at least as long as we are in the same envi-

ronment. 
As a scientific observer, what I cando is to keep under observation ex-

ternal things as they obviously strike the sense organs of each owner of a 
head. At the same time I can observe the corresponding behaviors, either 
motor or verbal. But what happens in the heads is pure conjecturing, as far 
as an actual black box is concerned. The behavioral scientist can only 
record and classify actions, gestures, and words, sometimes as input and 
sometimes as output, for each black box or head momentarily observed. 

Show me a head and I will show you a black box. We are ali boxes ... 
wait a moment, not ali of us; For example, surely I am not a black box. 
True, I can observe directly ali the facts and events of the surrounding 
world that I would consider either as input or output for a black box, in
cluding mine. However, in the world of my observation there is much 
more. There is, interestingly, ali the materia! that another observer 
would swear if securely locked inside "my" black box. In other words, I can 
see perfectly what another observer would consider as my motor or verbal 
output; and I can see those events of the external world that the same oh
server would classify as input for my action. But these facts are only part 
of a much wider collection of observables which include a large number of 
things that are neither input or output, things that my colleague would 
consider as private processes of my mind to be approximated only by 
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~e~ns of ~onjecture. Nonetheless, these things are definitely present i 
e arge c ass of my observables. Thus, if we accept the definiti . 

above, surely I am not a black box. on gwe 

Suppose then that I ask some people-some black boxes-about bein 
~:ack boxes. They would certainly give an "irrevocable" answer Irrevoca 
th: ~:~ ~ere~ptory, precisely in the sense that I have defined above i 
would o. uc~on. They would say that they are not black boxes and the 
black b!~e esame reasons I myself give when I assert that i am not 
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imulation 
Finally, there is the paradox of the perfect Golem. In the cognitive ap

roach to perceptual .science, one finds the widespread belief that com
uter simulations provide a method for studying and explaining what is 
rceived. Simulations are thus said to explain precisely those facts that 

ave been discovered, isolated, investigated, related to theories, and co
rdinated in generallaws by the work of thousands of men and women in 

the last one hundred and fifty years, men and women with diverse back-
. ~fter ali, none of us believes that our shared observable world the f ounds ranging from philosophy to physics, including biology and many 

mshmg of the scene where both of us are acting could de d ' ur- ther domains of organized knowledge. 
sis of ~ur input. And even less do we believe tha~ i t de den on an an~ly- Computer simulations are models for the processes that cause percep
t~ral mterpretation of our behavior, defined in terr:..n ~ on stpome ~OnJec- tual appearances. When they are successful, simulations reproduce the 
VIew ?f our ~olleague would require). s 

0 
ou ut as the processes that underlie perception, that is, the chain of occurrences 

.rt Is particularly odd that our cognitivist colleagu h 
1 

(physical, physiological, neurological) that lead to seeing, hearing, tast-
pomt to those things that at this moment he or she con e.~an no1_1et e efss ing, and touching things in the world, as they are defined intuitively by 
my black bo d d' . . SI ers as mput or 1 x, an Istingmshes them clearly from those locked . 'd th most peop e. 
box. The Iatter are, of course, private psychic processes to b d ' msi ~ e However, a simple fact about simulation must be kept in rnind. Simula
means of clever conjectural procedures but, at least in some Iscovere by tions are not literal reproductions. When constructing a simulation, one 
legue co_uld very well point to those as well. e cases, our col- does not attempt to replicate the very occurrences described by some the-
" Cons.Ider the foliowing case. Our colieague sho th M' h ory of perception or those that were conceived by Cod. If one goes out and 
launchii_lg effect." In this ~ffect, a mobile object hits ::o::r o:·ectiC o_tte buys copper cab~es and tin foil, assembles small magne~s, and manufac

was statw.nary before bemg hit. Having received th h 't th· wb~Ich tures a small deVIce to carry sounds over the cables, certamly one does not 
starts movmg, just I_ike a billiard bali when hit by anoth:r. 

1 
' IS 0 Ject ' ha ve a simulati~n of a t~lephone. What one ~as is an. actual telephone, 

The colleague will teach me that the two objects ar th . 
1 

. albeit technolog1caliy pnm1tive. In contrast, 1f one bmlds an apparatus 
for my black ?ox, and so is their motion (speed directie e VIsu~ mput for carrying coherent light very far, and does it so that the light can vary 
t~ry). Accordmg to this colieague, however, th~ perce 

0~' typ~ ~h traJ~~- in intensity as a function of certain mechanical oscillations induced by a 
swn and th~ apparent causai dependence of the motion oft~on ° de ~ t- voice, and if that light after severa} reflections ends up impinging on a 
on the motion of the first are due to some input processi . e ~~con ~/ect magnetic head that will leave a trace on a tape, and if that trace after 
b~x . And this in spite of the fact that the collea u~~m~Id e n:Y hack adequate analysis can be converted into a graph that can then be fed into 
thmgs, the ~ollision, and the causality, by pointing ~s ~u fwit t ;~e a computer to reconstruct the oscillations and finally convert them into 
v;ry_ same fmger the colleague uses to deterrnine the 1 or t~r /r;;_er. e the originai pressure waves-there one has a simulation of a telephone. 
d actwn .of the passive motion of the second object and t eng 0 

. e rayon Note that ali the various steps of the simulating process can be substi-
In this cas~, there is an odd reciproca! penetration otbr;e~s~re It. tuted by other equivalent steps. The causai chain can be stretched or 

. After ali, If we ask other people about their bein b~c k ~xes. shrunk. Teams of engineers can compete in inventing yet other steps, and 
wlll truthfully state that others might be, but they ce~ . ~c oxes, they certainly each will come up with a different simulation of a telephone at 

We could conclude with the foliowing limerick ~~ ~ are n~t. the end of the work. But ali simulations will guarantee that if one says a 
moral of the story: ' w IC contams the word here, another will hear it elsewhere. 

If that Iong-held old story of the black box No w suppose that I ha ve built a perfect Golem. The Golem is not to be a 
really were true (not only as a paradox) perfect copy of myself. If this were the case, then the Golem would be a 
then you could tell no story reproduction, nota simulation. Thus, Golem hardware is completely dif-
right or wrong (not even as a paradox) ferent from my physiology of actual man, but the result is a perfect simu-
on that long-held old story of the black box. lation. The Golem will argue with me, he will tell me about Golem 
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~redilections in music or in poetry, about curiosities for the facts of percep
hon. Eve~tually, the Golem will manifest an interest in a generai theory 
of perception. 

Thus, the Golem and I will start collaborating at the development of 
such a theory. I will show ali known optical illusions. The Golem will see 
t~em a~d we will enjoy discussing them, for the Golem is perfect-as a 
sim~lati?n, .not as a ~easuring ?evice (in its imperfection as a measuring 
dev1ce hes 1ts perfectwn as a s1mulation). We will observe the phenom
ena of perceptual constancy, discuss the fundamental properties of color, 
puzzle over apparent motion. 

Being very intelligent and creative, soon enough the Golem will dis
cover new visual and auditory effects, new problems for our theory. Every 
day the Golem will cali me and take me to the laboratory, and show me 
new things, facts that I did not know yet and that were not in the litera
ture. I will delight in taking part in the experiments designed by the 
Golem. We will share observations, conceive new conditions, perform 
other experiments. 

But the Golem knows perfectly well about simulations. I know that my 
perceptual system is different from the perceptual system I put into the 
Golem. And of course the Golem knows that too. In conclusion, we both 
k.now t~at the processes underlying Golem perception are complicated 
s1mulatìons of other processes, those that underlie my own perception. 

T~ue, th~ Golem started arguing that it is my perceptual processes that 
ar~ Simulations of Golem perception. To this I cannot reply. A t this point 
things have become very difficult. 

B~ing perfect, by definiti o n the Golem percei ves the world just like me, 
shanng my perceptual experience with characteristic nonchalance. And 
yet it. is clear to both of us, again by definition, that Golem perceptual 
machinery .d~es not resemble mine. Taken together, these two points cre
ate some d1fflculty to any attempt to explain human or animai perception 
by means of computer simulations. 

DISCUSSION 

.Riccardo Luccio (Department of Psychology, University of Trieste, 
Trzeste, Italy): Although Bozzi's interesting essay would probably de
serve ampler discussion, I limit myself to the following three short re
marks. 

l. Bozzi states that subjects' protocols are unquestionable and seems to 
think that this is a commonplace assumption in perceptual science. How
ever, protocols are unquestionable in the same way as the position of the 
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dial on a scale of an instrument is in other empirica! sciences. In fact, it is 
the experimenter' s task to judge whether or no t the subject--or the instru
ment-is reliable. Since this is trivial, I suspect that Bozzi has something 
else in mind, butI am no t able to know what this could be. 

2. Bozzi states that the object of scientific interest for the perceptual 
scientist is exactly what appears to the subject when he or she observes. I 
am a little bit surprised to discover that Bozzi's definition is exactly that 
of Wilhem Wundt. I would like Bozzi to explain the consequences of this 
"discovery" explicitly. 

3. Concerning the Golem, the hypothesized fact that its perceiving ma
chinery is quite different from Bozzi's and that at the same time both per
ceive the world in exactly the same way, represents the triumph of simu
lation. Since also this is trivial, I think that Bozzi must mean something 
else. What? 

Bozzi: I will reply to Luccio following the order of his comments. 
l. The first objection raised by Luccio makes me wonder if the published 

data from his researches in the field of perception and cognitive science 
are manipulated. Apparently, he believes that data are normally ques
tionable. 

Jokes apart, Luccio raises a serious problem by comparing the observer 
to a measuring instrument and stating that they must be calibrated before 
they are used. (I agree on this point.) However, according to the current 
scientific common sense, what we usually really want to know from the 
subject is the very calibration mistake of his perceptual system, the pri
vate way of perceiving the pattern to be tested. 

2. The fact that the phenomenologist's definition of the objective of 
perceptUal science is stili held unchanged and defended after one hundred 
years should not be a matter of surprise. One can even go farther back in 
time. In the second century A. D., the physician Sexstus Empiricus (1955) 
wrote that "the percept not only appears as it is but it is what appears." 
No revolution of the foundations of mathematics and logic has put a 
proposition like 2+2 = 4 out of fashion, neither in common sense nor in sci
enti fie practice. 

3. Indeed, the Golem would be an extraordinary result in the History of 
Artificial Intelligence. But given this result, it would become apparent 
that the investigation of perceptual laws is totally independent from the 
study of their underlying computational, physiological, or linguistic pro
cesses. This is what I tried to demonstrate. 



1% P. Bozzi 
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